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REVVING-UP RELUCTANT READERS
"The Three R's Revisited"
By Sylvia A. Wallace

the objective and reteaching needs to be
designed so that these students can learn
hope, and unlearn failure techniques. To be
truly beneficial, these objectives must be
based on the specific learner's needs, not on a
fixed, basal schedule or standarized test.
If you accept this premise as a challenge,
you will be wrestling with some fundamental
questions such as:
"Where are you going to begin to help
students understand the process of
making sense out of reading?"
''What do you want them to know about
reading?"
"What are you willing to take
responsibility for them learning?"
"What techniques do good readers use
when they read?''
One way to begin is to conduct a very
intense first class period. Catch them, if
possible, before their guard is up with their
failure strategies in high gear. Challenge
them with questions like:
"How well do you think you read?"
"What makes someone a good-reader?"
"Can someone learn to read better if they
want to?"
Discuss their answers freely. If you
comment either overly negatively or
positively, the students will start to tell you
what they think you want to hear, not what
they really think. Accept every answer shared
as much as is possible.
Ask them to write down one new nonschool activity they would like to learn. Have
them share their ideas like: horseback riding,
baseball pitching, soccer, swimming or
gymnastics.
After each student has shared an idea,
encourage the students to picture themselves
achieving that skill or activity. It may be

Twenty pairs of fifth grade eyes survey the
teacher. A few smiles, shrugs, assorted nods
and yawns greet the teacher from the
occupied desks which are mostly at the back
of the room. The setting is a classroom full of
reluctant, unsuccessful readers that are
expecting ... Something.
Do you know what they are expecting?
Have you, as the professional, dealt with the
fact that most of these students expect to fail
at the same task that you expect to
successfu I ly teach? Do you expect to succeed
or fail in your instruction? This entire business
of expectation must be dealt with as a
fundamental of reading instruction not a
sideline to curriculum. You are responsible
for reconstructing reading curriculum to
include success expectations.
Students need to believe that you will
show them how to be successful at reading.
The newest basal series, the flashiest visual
aids or even tons of dittos will not ensure the
progress of these low success readers. To
make this belief possible you must take
control of instruction. You must have exact
and clearly stated objectives. These
objectives must be taught, modeled,
interacted with and practiced by the students.
Finally, evaluating students reconstruction of
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have developed students' ability in individual
reading skills; but some of these same
students dis I ike reading or don 't comprehend
what they decoded. Through consistent
emphasis on individual skills instead of
"meaning getting," we have helped students
confuse their understanding of the whole
process of reading.
As a first and second grade teacher who
has taught phonics as a decoding skill,
beginning with consonant sounds, long and
short vowel sounds, consonants blends, and
finally puting these sounds together into
words, I know the frustration of working with
students who can "say" words in a phonics
lesson or on a ditto; but can't read the same
word in a sentence. I realize now that,
perhaps some students thought the purpose
of reading was to be able to say the words
individually; not "get meaning" from the
words.
When I set goals for my fifth grade class, I
use short and direct statements which can be
shared with the students. I write them on the
overhead and discuss them throughly. I take
time to explain the reasons why I chose the
goals. I explain how we are going to know if
they are achieved. I ask them for their input
and take their suggestions.
Our goals for this nine week sequence were:
l. Read and report on 5 books (150 or
more pages each) for free reading.
2. Arrive to class on time with all
materials necessary for the day.
3. Complete homework assignments on
time.
4. Take part in a Reading Contract for 15
minutes of reading at home and
signed and returned to me.
During this nine weeks I have been
rewarding, encouraging, reminding each
student in my reading class of their progress
on these goals. Their progress is rewarded
with bookmarks, certificates, buttons, stickers,
and my direct statements of pleasure as
specific goals are achieved. These students
have made substantial progress in their
attitude toward reading. They now spend our
fifteen minutes of free reading time
productively reading or finishing a short book
report form. Many students have exceeded
the free reading goal. Fourteen out of sixteen
reading students took part in a five week
Home Reading Contract program for at
least two weeks.

necessary to have them close their eyes and
while you describe some mental images
before some wi 11 even try menta I, success
pictures. After they have pictured themselves
being successful, have them jot down how
they would actually go about learning the
activity.
Lead the class in some brainstorming of
how some of these skills could be learned.
Record their ideas as a list of steps on an
overhead. Help the students to see that if they
want to learn anything, the best way is to
jump in and do it. They wil I suggest steps such
as: show the person, explain the rules,
practice the parts of the activity, have
someone answer questions as you go, and
have someone encourage you to do your
best.
My students suggested horseback riding
as a skill or activity they wanted to learn. The
following is what my class developed:
l. Have someone show you how
(demonstration).
2. Have someone show you how to put on
the saddle and bridle.
3. Have someone tell you about the
safety rules.
4. Have you brush a horse.
5. Have someone guide the horse while
you ride.
6. Have someone answer questions for
you.
7. Have someone show you how to clean
a barn stall.
I asked the students if a person did a 11
these things separately, would they consider
that person a real horeseback rider. "No,
they're just doing the parts of being a
horseback rider. The still have not taken off
on their own!"
"Isn't that just the way we have usually
taught reading ... just doing the parts!" No
wonder some students have never taken off
on their own with reading.
As professionals we have given over more
of the decision making of instruction to basal
reading series, magazine tests, and
standardized tests. While. each of these
materials have their benefits as data
gathering tools and guidelines, they will
never really speak to uniqueness of you the
teachers, or your students. We have,
uncomfortably for some, comfortably for
others, convinced ourselves that editors know
more about our students than we do. We
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continued on Page 22

A Day In The Future
One day, at the Detroit Institute of Technology, some scientists and I were finishing a "Time
Machine''. It was experimental. We took it outside and tried it. I set the dial for the year 2001 and
pushed the GO button. All of a sudden it became dark. Then the door opened.
A beautiful place was before our eyes. Everything was different. Everything except pollution.
Dark clouds of smog here and there.
We even saw a building with a sign that said - BIBBS ART GALLERY. The art was nice indeed. It
inspired me into doing art more often.
Before we left we agreed not to tell anyone, because, who's going to believe that we went
into the future?
Trevelle Bibbs 7-219
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These rewards that are given toward my
goals are used to fire the more typical
strategies such as reading for meaning, use of
context-consonant for decoding a difficult
word, vowel combination sounds used as
analogies to like words, author's purpose,
text styles, etc. Each one of these strategies
must be demonstrated as a way to "get
meaning." Demonstrate how a good reader
uses each st~ategy, and when each strategy
would be used in real life.
Every day will be a challenge as you
change your focus from materials, skill
workbooks, and dittos to decision making.
You have the responsibility to plan and carry
out instruction wherein students will perceive
possibilities for success. You will help to build
that expectation of success by tailoring
individual {reachable) goals and following up
with rewards. The student will begin to see
you as a teacher, not someone who is just
going " to do a reading thing" on them. When
these students attempt difficult reading
strategies you will know they have a
reasonable expectation of success.
The goals which you develop must
support a life of successful learning, where
"reading for meaning " is an accomplished
life skill.
22
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